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goes over the moon
Autumn/Winter 09 MAKEUP TRENDS

Without a doubt one of the strongest trends for Autumn Winter 2009 
is the return of the blue eye. Runways went blue - models were 
wearing blue clothes, they had blue nails and blue eye makeup. 
Blue is the hottest colour of the season and Ulta3 is on trend with their 
Blue Moon Collection for eyes and nails.

Since the 80’s, blue eye shadow has been a colour of caution but 
the modern blue eye look is super stylish and cool in 2009. An easy 
look for people new at makeup or those wanting to experiment with 
this season’s hottest colour. Wear blue eye shadow with toned down 
lips and cheekbones to ensure the overall look is modern. 

The silky smooth texture of the Ulta 3 Eyeshadow palette ‘Once in a 
Blue Moon’ means that colours can be built up and won’t be too 
intense from the start. The palette includes 4 shades including a soft 
powder blue, denim blue, wisteria and a deep marine blue. Start off 
with one of the lighter shades as a base, add a highlighter shade 
and finish with the deep marine blue for definition. A slick coat of Ulta 
3 Mascara in black will finish the look.

As Australia’s no.1 nail polish brand, Ulta3 offers a range of blue nail 
shades to compliment the look – Hollywood, Midnight, Jelly Bean 
and Blue Glitter offer an option for your nails in bold and interesting 
ways.

Ulta 3 Eyeshadow Quad  rrp $6.95
Ulta 3 Nail Colour  rrp $2.00

Ulta 3 is available from selected pharmacies nationally. 

Call 1800 181 040 for full stockist details. 

For further information please contact Elisa Tubecki:  elisat@heatgroup.com.au  Moblie: 0437 457 611

The Heat Group distributes leading cosmetic and accessory brands, Max Factor, Covergirl, Bourjois, Red Earth, Ulta3 and Elite and is recognised 
as one of Australia’s most successful emerging companies. Founded in 2000, Heat prides itself on its unique company culture and sums this up 
in four words given to it by the Heat team: creative, dynamic, passionate, smart. To learn more about Heat go to www.heatgroup.com.au

Ulta3 is a well established, highly competitive cosmetic brand operating within the impulse market.   
Loved by all ages, Ulta3 offers quality cosmetics at an affordable price.  Colour Me.


